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The Field of Human Conflict: Developing HAPDB and Cyber Doctrine
(6578 words)

Abstract

Interwar years’ airpower and modern-day cyber promised to change the character of
war through the application of technology. Both are contemporarily the same age and at
roughly the same point on the warfighting maturation curve, a point ripe for growth in
developing and codifying doctrine. This paper examines the development of airpower’s
High Altitude Daylight Precision Bombing and industrial targeting doctrines through the
evaluation of four decision-making models— Rational Actor, Bureaucratic Politics,
Organizational Behavior, and Individual Psychological —to warn of their generic
application to doctrine development in the cyber domain. The analysis’ review of
decision-making found a collection of like-minded innovators falling into common traps;
specifically, advancing the shared beliefs of a dominant few, groupthink, exclusion of
dissent, and selecting “good enough” solutions. Today’s doctrine developers are
destined to be tomorrow’s commanders, and cyber’s application will compel leaders to
make guesses about its use before war’s outbreak. These guesses will be complicated
by doctrine preceding capability, and a reliance on faith-based theories over experiencebacked principles. However, shrewd application of these lessons learned may cyber
decision-makers from falling into the same traps, promises, and pitfalls.

The Field of Human Conflict: Developing HAPDB and Cyber Doctrine
The airplane's most important effects were promises and theories…
promises were that aerial bombardment would make conventional war
obsolete. It followed, therefore, that airplanes were the ultimate weapon.
—George and Meredith Friedman1
Billy Mitchell is the senior prophet of American airpower, and the “Bomber Mafia”
his disciples. Developed during World War I —from both experience and discussion—
Mitchell’s strategy of “strategic bombardment” offered a “new kind of war in which the
airplane would… destroy the [adversary’s] means of making war.”2 Mitchell’s strategy
(i.e., hypothesis) was translated by the U.S. Army’s Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS)
into the doctrine of High Altitude Precision Daylight Bombing (HAPDB). This doctrine
became the cornerstone of the Air War Plans Division’s submission for the “organization
of the American air effort” in preparation for World War II.3 The plan, prepared by a
subset of the Bomber Mafia, advanced radical and insurgent concepts of preeminent
strategic bombing.
The history presented highlights how the Mitchell strategic bombardment
paradigm matured into the HAPDB doctrine.4 This paper examines the decision-making
used in the doctrine’s development through the application of four models: Rational
Actor, Bureaucratic Politics, Organizational Behavior, and Individual Psychological. As
explored through these analytical tools, the decisions to apply HAPDB to an adversary’s
industrial base and economic structure, termed the “industrial web,” evolved from an
idea sparked by Billy Mitchell. Additionally, HAPDB’s doctrine hinged on the belief that
there was no need for escorts to protect the bombers, a choice in stark contrast to ideas
proffered by Mitchell and by contemporary dissenting voices. Furthermore, the
development and subsequent advancement, arguably indoctrination, of the

preeminence of strategic bombing was performed primarily via “groupthink” methods
exercised by the ACTS instructors.
Just as airpower was entering adolescence after World War I, cyber is today.
Parallels between airpower’s and cyber power’s maturity include:


Using the domain for more than collecting and transporting information, and
for more than reconnaissance; it will be used for warfighting.



Piggybacking on a strong commercial sector.



Making quantum advances in military capability attributed partially to radically
and rapidly changing technology.



Pursing recognition as an independent service.

The goal of this treatment is to historically analyze decision-making methods
used in developing HAPDB and warn of their generic application to doctrinal
development in the cyber domain. After World War I, some thought was that the
airplane “had fundamentally changed war.”5 Some today say the same about cyber.
Background
The seeds of industrial (strategic) bombardment were sown in World War I,
owing much to conversations between the American Billy Mitchell and the Englishman
Hugh Trenchard, with both informed by the Italian Giulio Douhet.6 Upon Mitchell’s return
from war and ascent through the ranks, he championed increased investment and
experimentation in airpower. He was particularly devoted to bomber employment
against maritime targets, centered on displaying the bomber’s contribution to national
(coastal) defense. Later, ACTS incubated his ideas on strategic bombardment’s
application against an adversary’s industrial and economic base.7 In the roughly twenty
2

years between wars, through ACTS’ farsightedness and conviction, these became the
dominant views on airpower employment. The culmination of efforts by a large cast
“convinced that the advent of the military airplane had revolutionized the art of war”
cemented Mitchell’s ideas on strategic bombardment into U.S. industrial warfighting
doctrine.8
The Personalities9
The paradigm of strategic bombardment, later the doctrine of HAPDB, was
arguably a theoretical success with many fathers. The list of early aviation heavyweights
(fathers) includes Arnold, Eaker, Foulois, Kenney, and Spaatz, along with the lesser
known but no less influential Gorrell, Milling, and Sherman.10 However, most credit is
bestowed to Billy Mitchell as the prime mover with the Bomber Mafia responsible for the
lion’s share of its refinement.11
The Influence of Billy Mitchell
Mitchell’s ideas permeated airpower development during both his time in
uniformed service and after his resignation.12 He drew attention to two key tenets: the
use of the airplane for “strategic bombing,” and the often-forgotten necessity for pursuit
aviation to protect bombers.13 In fact, Mitchell emphasized the interdependent and longlasting relationship between bomber and protector (interchangeably termed pursuit or
fighter aircraft).14 The influence and staying power of Mitchell’s ideas are due to his
maverick nature, their promotion by his immediate entourage (Mitchell’s intellectual
descendants), and the ascension of his concepts to a level of regard that obtained
unanimous support from his fellow officers.15 Mitchell had aims to make “air men,” to be
an iconoclast challenging long-standing warfighting tenets and doctrine, by introducing
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the airplane as a specialized weapon used for more than direct support to frontline
soldiers.16
Political scientist Barry Posen posits that civilians alone do not possess the
necessary expertise to change military doctrine and “must rely upon mavericks within
military organizations for the details of doctrinal and operational innovation.” 17 Mitchell
was that maverick, inflaming an insurgency within the post-war Army that radicalized
air-minded officers.18 The outcome of his struggle was a War Department promise that
military aviation, in the form of strategic bombardment, would have a decisive role in
World War II.19 Additionally, Mitchell attracted and pursued those air-minded officers,
fellow insurgents and mavericks, whom he knew would advance the cause. 20 His
insurgents laboriously developed doctrine while initially being considered lesser
members of the combat arms. However, the rapid advancement of the airplane for
warfighting purposes generated changes in the Army’s structure, and elevated those in
aviation to higher ranks and greater responsibilities, the most evident being Hap
Arnold.21
The Influence of Giulio Douhet
Many attribute the first significant development of airpower theory to Giulio
Douhet.22 His book, The Command of the Air, emphasizes first defeating the
adversary’s air force and then attacking their industry.23 This theory is predicated on the
belief, shared by the Douhet-Mitchell-Trenchard trio, that the bomber had and would
continue to fundamentally change warfare.24 What remains unresolved is the direct
influence Douhet had on American airpower doctrine development.25 Evidence indicates
that it was Mitchell’s ideas, most likely developed from Douhet’s, that were known and
advanced by the cadre at ACTS.26 It also appears that when ACTS cadre did discover
4

Douhet’s writings, they found that his claims and predictions supported Mitchell’s –
confirming their bias towards the Mitchell “school” of strategic bombardment.27
The Bomber Mafia
The mafia’s de facto lead was Harold L. “Hal” George, Director of ACTS’
Department of Air Tactics and Strategy (including serving as Chief of the Bombardment
Section) and later the Chief of the Air War Plans Division (AWPD).28 George’s
compatriots included: Muir Fairchild, Haywood Hansel, Lawrence Kuter, Odas Moon,
Robert Olds, Kenneth Walker, Robert M. Webster, and Donald Wilson.29 While all
significantly contributed to the development of the HAPDB doctrine (and later the
complimentary industrial targeting doctrine), it was Hansell, Kuter, and Walker who
rejoined George in forming the primary team that developed AWPD-1.30
Table 1. AWPD-1’s Primary Authors31
Member

Abbreviated Curriculum Vitae

Colonel George

Chief of the Air War Plans Division, ex-Director of the Department
of Air Tactics and Strategy of ACTS

Lieutenant Colonel Walker

Chief of the War Plans Group of the Air War Plans Division,
ex-Instructor in Bombardment at ACTS

Major Hansell

Chief of the European Branch of the War Plans Group,
ex-Instructor at ACTS

Major Kuter

General Staff G3 (on loan),
ex-Instructor in Bombardment at ACTS

How HAPDB Was Developed and Made Its Way Into AWPD-1
There are volumes cataloging and analyzing the interwar history of the United
States air arm. While many of them discuss who, or when, or where, there is very little
on the how HAPDB came to be and even less on its incorporation into AWPD-1. David
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MacIssac’s abbreviated history in the Makers of Modern Strategy anthology provides a
representative example:
In the United States, the translation of Douhet's and Mitchell's broad
concepts into an elaborate doctrine of employment for operations against
the enemy industrial web was the work of the U.S. Army's Air Corps
Tactical School.32
What MacIssac and many others fail to provide is a thread sown through the
“who” and the “what.” The collective history offers that Mitchell’s ideas were pondered
and refined by his disciples, the Bomber Mafia, who then championed their inclusion
into AWPD-1. However, history shows two things: an identifiable chain of custody
regarding Mitchell’s thoughts on aerial bombardment, and that a subset of the Bomber
Mafia is “responsible for the origin and crystallization” of the HAPDB concept, later
theory, and finally doctrine.33
As discussed, Mitchell’s ideas on strategic bombardment were likely developed
from a combination of experience and discussion. Moreover, that discussion clearly
involved extended conversations with Trenchard, likely debating Douhet’s ideas. In
close proximity to Mitchell during these formative years was American Air Service
Lieutenant Colonel E. S. Gorrell.34 Gorrell’s initial contribution to strategic bombardment
was recommending attacks on German “commercial centers,” specifically war-making
industries such as weapons factories.35 Aided by Gorrell’s suggestions, Mitchell
solidified his views on strategic bombardment and “stressed the enemy industrial base
and economic structure as the preferred target for bombardment operations.”36
Upon his return from the war, Mitchell took command of Army aviation. In July
1920, he appointed Major Thomas DeW. Milling to organize the Army’s first air tactics
school (later ACTS).37 Milling then recruited Major William C. Sherman, and the two,
6

both having served under Mitchell during the war, set about defining the future of what
would become the Air Corps.
Milling and Sherman carried Mitchell’s ideas to ACTS. There, Air Corps historical
heavyweights debated their merits along with the ideas of Douhet and Trenchard in
classroom discussions, faculty meetings, and off-the-clock coffee-shop seminars.38
Strategic bombardment ideas began to distill, with HAPDB initially formed around
Douhet’s elements of decisiveness of airpower and the invincibility of the bomber.39
Appended to Douhet’s elements were Mitchell’s identification of singular targets that
might halt an entire industry, and striking vital nodes of an enemy’s “industrial web”
might halt their ability to prosecute the war.40 From these ideas, coupled with a faith in
the long-range self-protecting bomber, emerged the concept of unescorted HAPDB,
simultaneously championed by Olds, Walker, and Wilson operating under George’s
tutelage.41
However, ACTS’ work was not complete; the targeting schema at the foundation
of the American strategic bombardment required refinement. Enhancements made in
the late 1930’s by Webster, Kuter, Hansell, Fairchild, and Moon first formalized the
doctrine and then, by their placement at ACTS, propagated it.42 The two-decade
maturation of Mitchell’s ideas into unescorted HAPDB and the industrial targeting
doctrines were the results of thinkers—men who developed theory and elevated it to
doctrine.43
Conspicuously absent from the doctrine development is airpower-great Hap
Arnold. Arnold spent the interwar years with industry and acquisition.44 While he did not
attend ACTS, he did independently develop views of strategic bombardment similar to
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Douhet’s.45 Likewise, he was not a stranger to Mitchell or his ideas, having served with
the American Expeditionary Force.46 One of Arnold’s biographers attests that “Mitchell
contributed the most to Arnold's personal development and understanding of the politics
of national military airpower.”47
In summer 1941, Arnold served as the Chief of the Army Air Forces and hired
Bomber Mafia leader Harold George to head the AWPD.48 When President Roosevelt
directed the drafting of a war plan against the Axis, George “saw in FDR's request an
opportunity to sneak ACTS doctrine [unescorted HAPDB and industrial targeting] into a
major War Department planning document via the back door.”49 George initiated the
effort with his immediate staff: Orvil Anderson, Kenneth Walker, and Haywood Hansell
(Walker and Hansell being former ACTS instructors, Anderson a graduate of the 193637 class). To expedite the process, George recruited former ACTS colleagues including
Kuter, Max Schneider, Arthur Vanaman, and Hoyt Vandenberg, along with Samuel
Anderson.50
George’s team completed the comprehensive war plan (AWPD-1) in nine days.51
“The plan they prepared reflected the essence of the radical air power doctrine that
focused on the preeminence of the long-range strategic bomber.”52 Planners frequently
briefed AWPD-1 throughout the Army Air Forces and the War Department. While it often
received favorable comments, there was some dissent including arguments for escort
(pursuit) fighters advanced by former ACTS instructor Clayton Bissel’s.53
Arnold held views on strategic bombardment similar to those advanced by ACTS,
and by allowing George’s inclusion of HAPDB and industrial targeting doctrine into
AWPD-1, tactically approved of the work performed and promulgated by the tactics
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school.54 Additionally, the accomplishment of George’s team —in one week drafting a
significant component of a war plan— could only be accomplished by a group imbued
with the ACTS doctrine.55
However, that time-developed groupthink is one of several areas of ACTS and
AWPD decision-making that deserves examination. Therefore, the remainder of this
treatment reviews the decisions made in development of AWPD-1 through the four
lenses listed in the introduction. Application of these models will show how a collection
of like-minded innovators fell into common decision-making traps. The intent of this
analysis is to appreciate these shortcomings and consider their application to other
doctrine development enterprises, specifically those in the maturing cyber domain.
Decision-Making Models Applied to AWPD-1’s Development
This treatment employs four decision-making models to examine how the
unescorted HAPDB and industrial targeting doctrines were agreed upon by ACTS and
later incorporated into AWPD-1. The four models are a combination of ideas from
Allison and Zelikow’s Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile Crisis, and
Houghton’s The Decision Point: Six Cases in U.S. Foreign Policy Decision Making.56
The treatment also examines how contradictions and convictions counter to the
bombardment doctrine developed by ACTS were eliminated, less through the
advancement of technology or rational argument and more by social pressures and
psychological shortcuts.57

9

Table 2. Decision-Making Models58
Model
Rational Actor

Brief Description
Unitary decision-maker(s) assumed to possess all (“perfect”)
information from which to generate cost-benefit calculations
and select outcomes that provide the greatest benefit.

Bureaucratic Politics

Multiple competing actors conduct bargaining games
intended to drive the decision in their favor; many decisions
bias towards the views of the dominate actors in the model
who exercise recurring or standard operating procedures.

Organizational Behavior

Social pressures and self-censorship drive inharmonious
views from the group; rapid alignment leaves the group
closed to alternative ideas or new, influential information.

Individual Psychological

Due to limited human information processing, rely on aids or
templates to make decisions; prone to force new information
to fit existing beliefs, expectations, and paradigms; may
select less than optimum “good enough” solutions; subject to
emotional influence.

Rational Actor Model Analysis of HAPDB Development
The Rational Actor model is the theoretical ideal for ordered and orderly emotionand influence-free decision-making. It relies on complete, consistent rationality. It also
assumes the decision-maker possess all information, with the condition that said
information is “perfect.” Another condition is that newly available information is
incorporated into the model.59 Using perfect information, the decision-maker generates
a list of cost-benefit calculated alternatives and selects the utility-maximizing or valuemaximizing solution.60 When applied to a group, the decision-maker is the theoretical
unification of all group members who are “centrally coordinated, purposive individuals.”61
A Rational Actor analysis of HAPDB’s development starts with the early interwar
years’ debates over the roles of airpower and the near parallel advancement of
bombardment and pursuit (later fighter) concepts. Doctrine development held to the
model’s requirement for re-calculation when new information became available.
10

Technological advances in aircraft production in 1926-1935 biased airpower theory
development towards bombardment, specifically the advantages possessed by the
high-speed bomber (i.e., the B-17’s speed, range, and payload accompanied by a
Norden or Sperry bombsight).62 Mitchell, who always emphasized the interdependence
of bombardment and pursuit, began to drift towards accentuating the bomber as “the
key element in airpower.”63 Rationally, the bomber’s demonstrated capabilities, both
offensive and defensive, support HAPDB and the ability to conduct operations
unescorted.
However, support for this decision-making model breaks down in several ways.
The first is the absence of perfect information. As mentioned in the above history, the
emergence and stabilization of airpower employment concepts came about more from
discussion and less from rigorous experimentation.64 The second breakdown is ACTS’
rejection of the Mitchell-Douhet theory as an alternative to the development of precision
bombing of the industrial web.65 This breakdown is focused not on the rejection of an
alternative choice, but on the matter that those making the decision (Walker, George,
Webster, and Wilson) were ignorant of contrary and dissenting views (e.g., Chennault’s
insistence on the need for integration with pursuit doctrine).66 The third breakdown also
involves information, this time with respect to the industrial targeting doctrine. The
targeting theory (later doctrine) “assumed too much and… was incomplete.”67
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An exemplary assumption: that the economic industrial system would collapse
when the right target was destroyed.68 An illustrative incompleteness:
As the Allies were to learn, the Germans proved adept at relocating and
redistributing manufacturing sites, at stocking up on supplies so that
production flows would not be interrupted, at working extra shifts, at
corralling slave and foreign workers, and at substituting one raw material
for another.69
The decision-making approaches employed by ACTS in the development of HAPDB
and the industrial targeting doctrines did not conform to the Rational Actor model. The
lack of perfect information influenced the calculation of alternatives, generating nonvalue-maximized solutions. Had the planners possessed all information, had been more
inclusive in their group composition and unification, or had installed re-calculation
“tripwires” (e.g., early bombing results, early bomber loss rates), the War Department
leadership would have found AWPD-1 to be closer to a faith-based theory than a plan
supported by experience-backed principles.
Bureaucratic Politics Model Analysis of HAPDB Development
The Bureaucratic Politics model represents decision-making made not by a
unitary actor or by group consensus, but by multiple competing actors pursuing differing
objectives and priorities who achieve decision-making outcomes through bargaining,
compromise, and organizational routine. This model accounts for the impact on
decision-making made by each player’s interests and actions, perceptions and equities,
relative or absolute power held or projected, and their relative performance throughout
the bargaining session.70
The model can trigger groupthink, not in support of group consensus-seeking
dynamics, but forced by political alignment and power-based persuasion.71 It presumes
that the participants are likely to select not only a suboptimal outcome (vis-à-vis the
12

Rational Actor model), but one that none of the participants favor. This is attributed to
infighting, bargaining, concession, and compromise. Additionally, the participants may
select an outcome resulting from “mindless organizational routines or standard
operating procedures (SOPs)” reflected by the dominant organization.72 Furthermore,
actions in accordance with the Bureaucratic Politics model are prone to irrationality
because the participants do not pursue or acquire perfect information and lack an
altruistic approach to achieving the value-maximizing solution.
Due to the group-dynamic basis of this model’s decision-making, its outcome is
vulnerable to “Principal-Agent problems” in which a senior decision-maker (Principal)
engages “lesser” participants (Agents) for advice or action, while Agents take action on
behalf of the Principal or take actions that have direct impact on the Principal.73
Principal-Agent impacts are amplified by the various types of participants-actors: the
decision-makers, their immediate staffs, those who are appointed to their position or
hold permanent office, and those wider-audience members who engage on an asneeded basis.74 Risk in these engagements comes in many forms, including: misaligned
interests between Principal and Agent (interest asymmetry), Agents pursuing their own
interests over those delegated by the Principal, Agents accepting unnecessarily high
risk while the Principal remains responsible for the consequences (moral hazard), and
incentives offered to the Agent failing to lead to behaviors benefiting the Principal.75
While not always resulting in a negative outcome, Principal-Agent problems often arise
in relationships ripe for conflict of interest.
In June 1917, Mitchell sent two memos to the AEF’s chief of staff asserting that
American strategic aviation ideas should emulate Trenchard’s.76 Regarding the
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advancement of strategic bombardment, Mitchell’s ideas were propagated by his
political maneuvering within the interwar-years’ Army and by his senior position within
the organization. However Mitchell, along with Douhet and Trenchard, was relegated to
history as airpower doctrine became corporate.77 In his stead, five organizations drove
the development of American interwar-years airpower doctrine with ACTS being the
most influential.78 The Bureaucratic Politics model explains why ACTS’ promotion of
unescorted HAPDB doctrine was dominated by the Bomber Mafia, and why Harold
George’s senior position at ACTS (as the Director of Air Tactics and Strategy) provided
superior power relative to the dissenters of the Pursuit Section (e.g., Chennault). The
model also supports that ACTS member’s thinking relied on SOPs; specifically, viewing
“modern” warfare through the lens of engineering by using systematic and scientific
approaches in the development of the industrial targeting.79 Furthermore, Bureaucratic
Politics shows that the inclusion of ACTS doctrine in AWPD-1 must have come from a
combination of interests, equities, and fervent lobbying.
Additionally, unescorted HAPDB and the industrial targeting doctrines’ inclusion
in AWPD-1 risked Principal-Agent problems, specifically two nested Principal-Agent
relationships. The first was General Marshall as Principal (Army Chief of Staff) and
General Arnold as Agent (Chief of the Army Air Corps). Marshall’s understanding and
advocacy for airpower was supported by, and yet susceptible to, Arnold’s actions and
leadership.80 The second relationship was Arnold as Principal and Harold George as
Agent.81 In Arnold’s choice in George to head the AWPD, he selected “an imaginative
thinker who also had the advantage that came from broad practical experience…[H]is
background spanned the entire spectrum of air power experience to date.”82 In this
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case, the Principal bargained to allow the Agent (AWPD, under George’s leadership) to
write the air portion of war plan requisitioned by President Roosevelt. This was Arnold’s
advancement of Mitchell’s ideas:
[Arnold] saw an opportunity for which "Billy" Mitchell and the believers in
his philosophy had been struggling since the conclusion of World War I—
the privilege of drafting the specifications around which to create American
air power. He definitely did not want that privilege and responsibility to be
given to a group of ground-oriented Army officers—no matter how
dedicated they might be to their country's security. 83
General Gerow, head of the War Plans Division, acquiesced, thanks in part to Arnold’s
bargaining to take responsibility for all air requirements, allowing Gerow to focus on the
ground force.84 Additionally, Arnold’s actions required compliance with a requirement
levied by Gerow in that the plan must remain “within the guidelines of RAINBOW 5 [a
war plan] and the provisions of the recently completed ABC-1 [American-British
Conference-1] conversations”, compromises intended to synchronize planning with
sister-services and allies (British).85 Arnold agreed, George seized the opportunity, and
in short-order the plan was completed.86 At risk to Arnold was the potential for George to
create a moral hazard or to pursue his own interests over those directed (delegated) by
Arnold. This risk was intensified considering Arnold was absent at the Argentia (Atlantic)
Conference during the nine-days of plan development.87
George and Arnold’s bureaucratic maneuvering was responsible in some
measure for AWPD-1 including unescorted HAPDB and the industrial targeting
doctrines. George’s contributions were made through his dominance in doctrine
development at ACTS, Arnold’s through his bargaining and compromising within the
Army Staff. Additionally, Arnold and Marshall’s senior positions, combined with their
advocacy for airpower, shaped the final plan at least as much as any formal and
15

rigorous development process. Furthermore, none of the Principal-Agent risks occurred
in emplacing the doctrines into AWPD-1. However, George’s intent of sneaking
untested, theoretical ideas (codified as doctrine) into a major war plan could have led to
misaligned interests or, possible worse, Arnold as Principal finding himself responsible
for risks assumed by George.
In contrast to the predictions of the Bureaucratic Politics model, it appears that
the airpower’s interwar years’ development failed to supply decision-makers with SOPs,
leaving them to conduct personal interactions in incorporating AWPD-1 into the larger
war plan. This contrast is likely due to the incommensurable nature of the airpower
doctrines and the unprecedented impact airplane technology (speed, range, and scale
of destruction) had on the deep-seated Army and War Department decision-makers.
The interpersonal collaborations heavily biased AWPD-1’s content towards the views of
George (via Arnold), leading to the hindsight conclusion that a sub-optimal option was
incorporated into this major war plan.
Organizational Behavior Model Analysis of HAPDB Development
The Organizational Behavior model emphasizes decision-making made by group
conformity, most often via agreement and consensus. At times, consensus is achieved
through social pressures and self-censorship.88 While the Bureaucratic Politics model
embraces the application of SOPs, Organizational Behavior accounts for decisionmaking methods that include groups functioning by standard patterns of behavior
developed from the organization’s distinctive logic, culture, and base procedures.89
These behaviors are characteristic of the group writ large and not individual members.
They are inherited from previous generations and emphasize congruence to the group’s
purpose and capabilities.90 As a result of this cohesion, Organizational Behavior
16

decision-makers are susceptible to groupthink, illusions of invulnerability, and arrogance
born of moral superiority regarding their ideas.91
As stated earlier, the establishment of ACTS transitioned the development of
airpower doctrine from individual brilliance to a corporate affair. ACTS’ culture was
instilled by its founders Milling and Sherman. They established the organization’s beliefs
in promoting the future of airpower, a vision inherited from father-figure Mitchell. Their
likeminded thinking emphasized the special nature of airpower and America’s opinions
regarding its employment.92 Furthermore, Milling and Sherman, along with most early
ACTS instructors, were veterans of the previous war, and inculcated course materials
and instruction with their views and experiences.93
Arguably these early doyens of doctrine taught “the Mitchell school” of thought,
emphatically driving American airpower towards unescorted HAPDB and industrial
targeting.94 ACTS’s curriculum and cadre continued this reinforcing spiral.95 With
instructors assigned for four-year tours, they remained under the organization’s cultural
sway long enough to not only be influenced by its ideas, but to reciprocally exert
influence.96 Even the most ardent members in opposition and dissention succumbed to
group conformity, exercised degrees of self-censorship, or were pariahs to be later
vindicated.97
ACTS’ susceptibility to social pressures was not its only downfall. The
groupthink-driven unity exercised by the Bomber Mafia drove George’s team to ignore
warnings from fellow faculty members and from the parallel British efforts. Several of the
Bomber Mafia “more or less simultaneously during the 1933-34 school year” formalized
the idea of the industrial targeting schema.98 This was not the only time when their
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cohesiveness acted collectively, energetically focused on their vision of unescorted
HAPDB coupled to the industrial targeting schema.99 ACTS’ history shows that this
doctrine’s “logic” was developed until roughly 1934, and subsequently only formalized
and propagated.100
Additional susceptibility to groupthink occurred within the AWPD, including views
held by George’s team that “precision bombardment offered a new, revolutionary means
of warfare” and that there was “the total acceptance by the AWPD-1 planning team of
the Douhetan [sic] notion of aerial strategy as targeting.”101 Arguably groupthink was not
new to the AWPD. George’s initial staff was comprised of himself, Walker, and Hansell
– all friends, all participants in the HAPDB and industrial targeting doctrines’
development, and all believers in “the strategic air mission based on bombardment.”102
The trio expanded to include Kuter, an ACTS instructor under George’s oversight and a
fellow believer in “straight American air power doctrine, as evolved primarily at the Air
Corps Tactical School under Harold George.”103 And while much negative criticism is
levied on groupthink by the likes of Irving Janis, if it were not for AWPD’s consensus
views, it is unlikely their portion of the war plan would have been completed in seven
days.104 Notwithstanding, one confession does not make a saint of a sinner. The ACTS
cadre zealously carried forward the perceived superior ideas of Mitchell, insisting on the
necessity of and subjugation by strategic bombardment.
Individual Psychological Model Analysis of HAPDB Development
The Individual Psychological model appreciates the limits of human knowledge
and computational ability, a condition identified as bounded rationality. 105 It explains how
humans perform decision-making through cognitive shortcuts (heuristics) and selecting
“good enough” alternatives. It accounts for human failings, such as not updating beliefs
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in the face of new information, or letting emotion overwhelm reason.106 Furthermore, the
model highlights decision-making that has reasoned-away non-confirming information to
rapidly reach a “good enough” solution.107
In developing unescorted HAPDB and the industrial targeting doctrines, the
Bomber Mafia relied not only on scientific logic, but also on analogy and metaphor.108
While they should not be faulted for taking these liberties —they were executing a shift
in airpower thinking— they did fall victim to the heuristic of “mirror imaging” the
adversary against American-style industrial targets. In doing so, they developed their
first “good enough” solution thinking that “the most efficient way to defeat Germany
would be to destroy her industrial capacity by aerial bombardment.”109
A second “good enough” solution was HAPDB itself. George’s team believed that
their bomber, the B-17 (and later the B-24 and B-29), “could operate beyond the reach
of defending fighters and antiaircraft artillery (AAA) fire.”110 The faith that the American
bomber could operate in safe sanctuary reinforced beliefs in two foundational tenets of
the “good enough” HAPDB doctrine: precision bombing from high altitude was
achievable, and operations in daylight conditions were survivable. In reality, George’s
team adhered to these tenets as requisite, for their doctrine was designed to reduce
damage to the enemy’s civilian population and its application was tied to American
aircraft production capabilities, both in volume and technological advancements.111
George’s team had no choice but to rely on precision because they anticipated never
having anywhere near enough aircraft to achieve the desired level of destruction if they
relied on mass alone.112 Additionally, they depended on daylight operations because
navigation at night or in bad weather was technologically infeasible.113 The limits of
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government funding and technology led to the tacit acceptance of a “good enough”
solution that became cemented in doctrine. In hindsight, the self-imposed compliance
with these tenets should have driven George’s team to review their assumptions and
reexamine faiths in the efficacy of industrial targeting.
Another psychological shortcoming occurred at the group level. No evidence was
discovered to refute that all who had access to and influence on the inclusion of
unescorted HAPDB and the industrial targeting doctrines into AWPD-1 updated their
beliefs when new information was presented. They ignored others’ thoughts and hardwon experience in employing strategic bombardment in the pre-war and early years of
World War II. For example, a German lesson from the Spanish Civil War was that
bombers needed fighter protection and that air superiority remained essential, just as it
had during World War I.114 Also illustrative is that U.S. observers of the 1940 Battle of
Britain drew the conclusion that this battle “could not duplicate the sort of air battle that
the American air planners had in mind. As a result concrete ‘lessons’ simply did not
materialize.” To the observers, Germany’s poorly armed medium bombers flying at
lower altitudes were unlike the well-armed B-17s executing HAPDB, and therefore the
lessons were deemed inconclusive. The American observers dismissed these and other
lessons, including British defensive fighters attacking German bombers vice German
escort fighters, forcing new information to fit an existing paradigm.115
Even within the AWPD, new information regarding force requirements and bomb
damage calculations was ignored. In one instance Kuter examined striking canal locks,
determining that each required nine hits. His calculations proved the force requirements
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so fantastic (120 bombers dropping more than a thousand bombs) that calculations like
this should have cast doubt on the potential success of HAPDB.116
Similarly, even before the development of AWPD-1, in 1939 General Arnold
openly questioned ATCS’ doctrinal thesis of “unescorted” bombing.117 The emotional
attachment to the doctrine, and the application of heuristics from Germany’s
experiences in the Spanish Civil War and the Battle of Britain, allowed both ACTS and
AWPD to reason-away the need for fighter protection. Their counter to the enemy
fighter threat and the need for air superiority was to double-down on the self-escorting
B-17. They demanded a model with increased survivability and expressed their faith
that “large formations of heavily armed, high-performance B-17Es” could penetrate
enemy air defenses and strike enemy industrial targets.118 Deaf to dissent or probing,
ACTS’ theory “tied up all loose ends in one neat bow.”119 The foundation of the
“invulnerable” bomber in HAPDB mated to the scientifically-derived industrial targeting
bore the theories of Douhet-Mitchell-Trenchard. “[T]hrough the wonders of American
know-how,” the seduction of technology was there to remedy any intellectual
mistakes.120 HAPDB “had gained the added momentum of technological and institutional
enthusiasm, and theory was once again in the vanguard, charging far ahead of
technological reality.”121
Application to the Cyber Domain
Why cyber, and why now, and how is a 21st century domain associated with
interwar years’ aviation? First, because both HAPDB and offensive cyber coerce an
adversary’s capitulation.122 Both also promised to change the character of war through
technology that “seemed to make all things possible and, equally, seemed to solve all
potential problems.”123 Both are (contemporarily) the same age —thirty— and are at
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roughly the same point on the warfighting domain maturation curve. This point, ripe for
growth in developing and codifying doctrine, now has enough history to anchor
decisions about the future.124
In maturing a paradigm into doctrine, the intermediate theory must be better than
the competitors, but may not explain all the facts that challenge it.125 Shrewd doctrine
developers must therefore be prepared to make decisions based on new and beliefchallenging information. For emerging domains, doctrine may precede capability, and
therefore may derive “as much from strategic ideas, bureaucratic interests, and national
politics as from technology.”126 Discerning theorists must also have faith that their new
paradigm will succeed in spite of the unknown, that is, to accept a “faith-based
theory.”127 Until cyber’s capabilities and experience-derived hard evidence is available,
the paradigm-theory-doctrine evolution can be informed by the interwar years’ lessons
learned of airpower.
Rational Actor Model
Discussed at the opening of the corresponding Rational Actor model section,
perfect information is unobtainable and perpetual reevaluations can be disruptive.
Adding to the chaos is the single decision-maker, emerging as a champion or recast as
a prophet with accompanying acolytes. Appointing the prophet as the decision-maker
may be uncomfortable for Principals who hold ultimate responsibility, but may be
necessary when decision-making relies on faith in substitution for absent information.
The cultivation or discovery of a Mitchell-like pioneer may be necessary to incite
change, so long as that personality acts as a harbinger and is granted the authority to
effect change.128
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However, decision-makers must honestly examine contrarian and dissenting
ideas. In the case of AWPD-1, those in dissent with the idea of unescorted bombers
(Chennault and to some extent “father” Mitchell) were excluded, resulting in errors not
remedied until late in the war.129
If decision-makers are mavericks or insurgents, it is likely they are not acting in
concert with this decision-making model. A sign of being a maverick is consciously
ignoring contrarian or dissenting views. These views are part of the unachievable
perfect information used to generate cost-benefit calculations and select optimized
outcomes. Identifying decision-making that excludes dissent, and possibly dissenters
themselves, should serve as a reminder that reason alone does not drive innovation.
Bureaucratic Politics Model
Power players in the Bureaucratic Politics model can coerce groupthink
adherence, but their influence may not be rooted in positional power. It may be relative
power that waxes during very brief periods, and so intense that it eclipses the power
wielded by those in a more senior position. This transient power imbalance can manifest
in Principal-Agent relationships where both actors may not be altruistic. Because of this,
cyber decision-makers must be prepared to bargain for inclusion in higher-order
ventures such as joint and multinational actions. Further handicapping this young
domain, the absence of SOPs may necessitate reliance on individuals as a stop gap.
Just like with the Rational Actor model, dissenting views may be excluded when
dominant actors bargain, develop SOPs, or execute plans.
Organizational Behavior Model
The Organizational Behavior model increases the amount of interpersonal
interaction in decision-making and continues the transition from a single rational
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decision-maker to the group’s collective influence in decision-making. This model
suggests that cyber decision-makers must be prepared to accept that individual
brilliance will be subsumed by the corporate collective. Additionally, this model intimates
the difficulty of removing those persistent, entrenched advocates who first developed,
then propagated, the initial brilliant ideas that serve as the doctrine’s foundation.
Furthermore, decision-makers should remain aware of dissenters who, through social
pressures, dejectedly adopt party-line ideas and positions.
The Organizational Behavior model highlights groupthink and its mostly negative
consequences. In concert with the previous two models, when dissenters are
subjugated, potential exists for closed-minded doctrine development and missed
opportunities for generating optimal solutions. Had ACTS cadre remained open to
fighter escorts accompanying the bombers, the school’s graduates may have
emphasized the requirement for American industry to produce the requisite aircraft
(e.g., drop tank-equipped P-51s) earlier in the war. Because of cyber’s prevalence in the
civil, commercial, and military spheres, decision-makers must remain attuned to ideas
generated from alternative and unfamiliar sources.130
Individual Psychological Model
Because human beings will be involved in cyber operations, heuristics are
inevitable. Operations in the domain occur at tremendous speed, challenging the limits
of information processing for decision-makers. Another reason that heuristics will
emerge is the lack of history and doctrine available to aid in developing well-vetted
SOPs. As with the developers of HAPDB, cyber decision-makers must be prepared to
accept “good enough” solutions rooted in incomplete information and an ever-swifter
pace of technology adaptation for both friends and adversaries.
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Furthermore, leaders must remain aware of emotion’s influence on decisionmaking. Cyber is being billed as a surgically-precise instrument that could replace
cluttered terrestrial warfighting, or even as a warfighting panacea. Future wars will be
won with the aid of cyber, but it is doubtful they will be won by cyber alone; George and
his team thought they could win the war with airpower alone. Cyber leaders must
remain wary of how emotional ties to faith-based theories like these can impact and
detract from sound decision-making.131
Conclusion
AWPD-1’s development fell victim to failures understood through Bureaucratic
Politics (George’s team of former ACTS instructors relying on their academic studies
and development), Organizational Behavior (their shared belief in the efficacy of
strategic bombardment), and Individual Psychological (their approach was supported by
a reliance on their own experiences) models of decision making.132 The lessons from
airpower’s shortcomings are relevant to today’s cyber domain. Cyber is becoming a
warfighting domain developed to the same state as airpower after World War I.
The lessons offered above are germane to developmental decision-making and
avoiding the traps of promises and theories that “would make conventional war
obsolete.”133 During the interwar years, the airplane’s greatest promise was that “aerial
bombardment would make conventional war obsolete. It followed, therefore, that
airplanes were the ultimate weapon.”134 With history in mind, cyber advocates can avoid
this pitfall. The fear generated by its simultaneous ubiquity and mystery can lead some
decision-makers to see this as a silver bullet “that literally would disable and disarm the
enemy, again by taking direct action that would bypass the enemy's hard military shell
of its army and navy.”135 While HAPDB over-promised and under-delivered, strategic
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bombing “is likely to persist because of bureaucratic interests and political pressures for
cheap solutions to difficult foreign policy problems.”136 Arguably the same can be said
regarding the employment of cyber.
Much like the airpower leaders of the interwar years, today’s doctrine disciples
are destined to be tomorrow’s cyber commanders. While new theories and doctrine for
the application of cyber power will compel them to make guesses about its use before
war’s outbreak, they must be prepared to react to the results of the first cyber shots of
the next war. As strategic thinker and author Colin Gray says “After all, only experience
could provide evidence that might validate or refute the theory.”137
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